SSO? Really?

Single Sign On

That what they said,
when we open a browser we need to log in first, "please sign in" OK Fine.
I need to input something to academic system, "please sign in" again
I need to check my email, "please sign in" again even it is the company mail.
Did I forgot to check in in the fingerprint machine? check it via we system
guess what? "please sign in" again!
The Boss tell me to to put his record of going overseas in the System, "please sign
in"
When I want to post about this on this blog, "please sign in" again.

After doing some work, I need to check some thing on the internet, "please sign in"
again because you are going too long, or in active too long from the browser even
you locked the PC.

Conclusion, I think the precise term is (SAMSO-TPUO) Single Account Multiple Sign
On To Piss User Off. Don't try to act Cool by declaring "We now implemented Single
Sign On" but you just piss every user after that because it is far from fact that you
have to sign in many time on every system you use.